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imports expanding by over twenty per cent, and exports by
over forty per cent. WooUenjcaaniifactures increased by
nearly ~a million pounds f~6ver eigEt thousand more tons of
iron were produced; over two million quarters more corn
were exported, and there was a corresponding increase of
trade in the silk, copper and brass industries.1 The country
enjoyed twenty years of unhindered prosperity and economic
development, which shortly enabled it to undertake new
enterprises that even Walpole had never conceived.
Great as were Walpole's services to the country, criticism^ Criticisms of
if        ii-«	•	i •       ^      -i	/-	.	t	his policy. s~
can be levelled against him both as afinancier and as^ an
economist. As a financier, he reduced taxation upon his
own generation instead of paying off the Debt and relieving
the burdens of future generations. Yet in his defence, it
must be said, that reduction of taxation seemed justified
by its effect in placating the Tory gentry and in attaching
them to the Hanoverian dynasty. As an economist, accept- (&) as an
ing the current Theory of the Balance of Trade, he placed economls •
hardships upon individual trades; though his period of
power was advantageous to industry in general, he conferred
benefits on the staple industries without giving correspond-
ing favours to others. In fact, he encouraged an artificial
development of certain trades, indirectly at the expense of
others. It is, however, only fair to add that the statesmen
of all countries at that time were equally under the spell of
the Theory of the Balance of Trade and that the criticism
of Walpole's stimulation of certain industries is one which
may be levelled at all schemes of trade protection, past or
present.
English  foreign  policy,   meanwhile,   had  been   almost Britain's
completely dictated by the condition of home affairs.   The peace in
exhaustion of the country demanded peace, for England Europe
now had a National Debt of £54,000,000.   There was a
widespread desire in the country for economic and com-
mercial development; merchants were anxious for peace
that they might extend their trade unhindered.   On the
throne was George, the first of a new dynasty, which had yet
to win its hold over the people; in France there was the
* See Brisco, op, tit. pp. 178-181.

